
Notes on SPMS Referee Demo Feb’18

Papers to review:

green green

MOPFC001 to Marco green and Carla green

red green

MOPFC002 to Thomas red and Carla green

green yellow

THPMS001 to Fred green and Thomas yellow

yellow yellow

THPMS002 to Fred yellow and Suresh yellow

yellow yellow

THPMS003 to Marco yellow and Suresh yellow

red red

THPMS004 to Fred red and Conny red

yellow yellow

TUPGI001 to Carla yellow and Conny yellow

red green

TUPGI002 to Thomas red and Suresh green

Important note:

Email notification has not yet worked for me with the referee demo module.

I think this is important to resolve before beta-testing continues.
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When clicking on “set status”:

• paper’s status options are not explained on this page. When selecting from
a list of options, some kind of tool-tip for what the statuses mean would
be very useful

• when clicking on “set status” a second time, your previous values are not
filled in. The status is, but not your comments or answers to the two
questions

• there are three questions that must be YES for the paper to not be red.

Suggestions:

Instead of:

1. Enter the paper’s status
2. Is the paper content original?
3. Is the paper content valid?

I would like to see:

1. Is the work free of obvious scientific or technical errors and factual mistakes?
2. Does the paper include own work, performed by the authors and not

published elsewhere?
3. Is some aspect or part of the work original or demonstrate clear progress?

And then it would also be useful to have the other four questions available for
reference, and that would result in the paper’s status more naturally. But this
can be done in a few ways. Here is what I might suggest:

Do not ask for status first. List all 7 questions at the top. Then ask the following
questions (outcomes on slide 21 of Shane’s presentation):

1. Yes to all 1-3?

• Yes –> continue
• No –> set status to Red

2. Yes to all 4-7?

• Yes –> set status to Green
• No –> continue

3. Are the changes straight-forward, or complex?

• straight-forward/easy to correct –> set status to Yellow
• difficult/complex to correct –> set status to Red

This way the paper’s status is computed from the answers to the reviewer’s
questions and set, rather than being put in by the author manually. If this is not
possible to do on the one page, perhaps a “continue” rather than “save” button
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which brings the referee to a page that shows the computed status, gives options
for comments, and has the “save” button there.

After interesting discussion with Rick, Thomas, Suresh, and Marco
at lunch:

Perhaps all of the above could be streamlined further. Provide only simplified
up/down criteria (use 1-3, remove 4-7) and give only red/green option to the
referee. No yellow with a chance for a second review.

When clicking on the paper/poster itself:

• I am able to see the names of the other referee assigned (not blind)
• As the referee that reviewed papers second, I am able to see the status of

the first referee’s response, which could influence my own. I can see their
status, comments to the author, and internal notes (again, not blind)

• May be a minor point: I’m not sure why there is an upload button? Do
the referees upload notes here? When Marco uploaded a file, hopefully his
name would not appear to the author, but I as the other referee can see his
name associated with the file upload (yet again, not blind). Not only that,
but there was a comment in the file he uploaded which contained “marco”
at the top. This may have just been a test comment for the demo (okay)
but we should instruct referees to be sure to remove any identifiers in the
material they upload. ie check that their name does not appear anywhere,
as some markup software does this automatically (such as comments within
Microsoft Office products)

General questions/suggestions:

• Something I wanted to try but didn’t want to mess up the set up for
these initial test papers: are the referees allowed to change the status they
gave? So, update from one color to another? What if the file has already
been reviewed by the approver? I see that one “green green” file in my
list has a green “dot” by it in the referee.list_my_papers summary page,
but another “green green” file does not have a green “dot” by it in this
summary page.

• On the main summary page, it is not immediately obvious if an action
by me is required for the given papers. An ideal dashboard for me would
provide at a glance all the papers that require my attention at the top.
This way, papers waiting for others to review/approve could be below,
and papers that have a final status are at the very bottom. This could
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be accomplished with separate lists, or another column with the paper’s
status (and the ability to sort by this status) for instance.

To expand on this, I see that a dot appears to the left of my name when I’ve
reviewed the paper. However, this doesn’t tell me the real status of the paper,
but just my status of the paper. If the papers are able to be sorted somehow
by the paper’s status, then I would be able to easily “clear out” papers that
require my attention. Although a dot appears next to the paper when it’s been
approved, I have to click into each of the other papers (without final dots) to
look at the log to tell where it is in the review logic. So if it’s not too hard, it
would be nice to separate out the list into categories, or have this sort of “status
message” available somewhere so we can sort by the status of the paper, for
instance:

1. Awaiting my review (1st review)
2. Awaiting approver
3. Awaiting my review (2nd review)
4. Final status achieved

Even combining the “awaiting my review” would be something.

Screenshots (chronological order):

MOPFC001: green review
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MOPFC002: green review
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TUPGI001: yellow review
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TUPGI001: green re-review
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